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Sky Van Lines <info@skyvanlines.com > 	 Mon, Apr 22, 2013 at 9:50 AM 
Reply-To: Sky Van Lines <info@skyvanlines.com >, Anonymous User <gardenjunky75@gmail.com> 
To: info@skyvanlines.com  

This is an enquiry email via movers in dallas I Sky Van Lines I 866-850-5851 from: 
Anonymous User < gardenjunky75@gmail.com  > 

Name: Collin Foster 
Email: gardenjunky75@gmail.com  
Job Number: 30303030 
Origin State: Texas 
Destination State: 	California 
Pickup Was: On Time 
Delivery Was : On Time 
Move Cost: $4700 
Total move time from pickup to delivery: 	17 
Overall Rating: excellent 
Subject: 	Smooth Move 
Review: This was my first move ever and I'm glad I went with this company. After I told them I was moving a 
three bedroom house they sent Matt out to look over my stuff and he gave me the exact price that it would be to 
move. I thought he was really honest about packing costs and he even saved me some money by telling me it 
would be cheaper not to move some things and just buy them again when I got to CA. I really appreciated that. 
I can't say enough about the moving crew, they were machines! Seriously, those guys had blankets taped 
around everything and loaded into the truck in no time. Everything was delivered on time and they set 
everything up very nicely, so all-in-all I have to say I'm very happy with the service I received from them. 
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